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1 About Baskets 
The Showcase system uses the concept of a basket of data, analogous to an on-line shopping site such as a supermarket 

or amazon, but containing items of data rather than physical goods or services.  Once access to UK Biobank has been 

approved for an Application, then the Principle Investigator (and designated others) can use the Data buttons within 

the Application Management System (AMS) to connect to the Showcase and create baskets containing a list of the 

Data-Fields, Genomic SNPs and Returned-Datasets they would like to have access to. 
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2 New Baskets 

2.1 Getting Started 
Figure Q1 shows a typical view of the Basket screen when a researcher first connects to the Showcase and a basket is 

created without contents.   There are a variety of ways to populate the basket. 

 
Figure Q1: Initial basket screen with empty basket. 

 

The simplest way to add Data-Fields to a basket is to select whole groups from the “Quick-Start tab”. To do this, tick 

the check-boxes beside the desired groups then click the “Add Selection” button to add them to the current basket. 

Note that these groups are not always mutually exclusive. 

 

 
Figure Q2: Quick Start tab showing three groups selected for addition. 
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After adding data-fields, the upper part of the Basket screen will show a summary of the contents of the basket. It also 

estimates how much data is likely to be generated if the basket is extracted (i.e. converted into a file and made 

available to a researcher for download). 

 

 
Figure Q3: Summary view of basket. 

 

An important thing to note here is that it is very easy to create large baskets containing many thousands of Data-Fields 

resulting in downloads with tens of thousands of columns. Large datasets require considerable local resources to 

analyse but, more importantly, will require a substantial investment of time and effort to understand. It is suggested 

that researchers invest a little time in selecting only the data they are actively interested in to save considerably greater 

effort downstream managing extraneous data. 

 

2.2 Emptying Baskets 
The “Clear” tab on the Basket screen contains a “DESTROY BASKET” button which will remove all contents from the 

current basket. Emptying a basket cannot be undone. 

 

 
Figure E1: Emptying a basket. 
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2.3 Using Lists 
It is possible to populate a basket by directly entering the IDs for the Data-Fields, SNPs and Returned-Datasets of 

interest. To do this, go to the “List Actions” tab on the Basket screen as shown in L1. 

 
Figure L1: List Actions 

 

On the “List Actions” tab, select the type of item you wish to add (using the radio-buttons), type/copy/paste the list of 

IDs into the memo box on the left, then click “Add IDs”. L2 shows how the screen would look like just prior to adding 

a set of four IDs for Data-Fields. 

 

 
Figure L2: Adding a list of Field IDs 

 

The “Multi-type” option enables simple addition of a set of mixed-type identifiers, using letter prefixes to distinguish 

the types.  For example, entering the list 

F53 
S890617 
R432 

 

would add Data-Field 53, SNP 890617 and Returned-Dataset 432 to the basket. The “Remove IDs” button allows similar 

removal of a batch of IDs from a basket.  
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2.4 View and editing contents 
After adding Data-Fields the basket contents display will change to show the results.  B1 illustrates how the screen 

would appear if the four IDs in L2 had been added to an empty basket. 

 

 
Figure B1: Summary display of basket with 4 fields 

 

Clicking the “Show full contents” button will expand this display to allow the individual items to be seen, grouped into 

their origin categories with the display collapsed (i.e. all expandable sections minimised) to reduce the detail as shown 

in B2. 

 

 
Figure B2: Content display with all categories initially collapsed. 

 

The categories shown can be expanded by clicking on the “Show +N” buttons.  B3 illustrates the basket in B2 after the 

“Show +2” button corresponding to the Baseline Characteristics category has been clicked. 

 

 
Figure B3: Content display with one category expanded 

 

A ticked check-box is displayed alongside each Data-Field.  Un-ticking a box will remove the corresponding Data-Field 

from the basket (this also applies to SNPs and Returned-Datasets when present). 
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2.5 Using Categories 
A common way to navigate the Showcase is via the Browse feature which organises information according to its 

category of origin.  When researchers are logged into the system and creating a basket an extra section is displayed 

(see C1) on each Category page giving options to add or remove associated Data-Fields. 

 
Figure C1: Category screen showing all add/remove options. 

 

There are four possible actions here.  The central “Add”/”Remove” buttons will add or remove all the Data-Fields in 

the category currently being viewed.  The outer “… & sub-Cats” buttons will add or remove all the Data-Fields in the 

current category plus all of the sub-categories (as per the Browse tree) below it. Beware that using these options on 

the upper-level categories may result in very large baskets.  

Only relevant buttons will be displayed so if there are no sub-categories then the outer pair will not appear, and if the 

current category does not contain any Data-Fields the inner pair will not appear.  Buttons do not vanish after use, so 

(e.g.) an Add button will remain visible even if all the related Data-Fields have already been added. 

The Items column shows the number of Data-Fields in/beneath a category.  The initial number is the count within the 

current category and the second number (after the +) shows the count within all sub-categories. 

 

 
Figure C2: List of individual Data-Fields within a category. 

 

The “Data-Fields” tab (C2) lists all the Data-Fields in the current category, alongside check-boxes allowing them to be 

instantly added or removed from the basket. A similar feature is provided for individual Returned-Datasets. 
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2.6 Searching 
Data-Fields can be found by searching on keywords. If this is done then the result listing (see S1) will include check-

boxes indicating whether any particular item is already in the basket.  As elsewhere ticking/un-ticking one of these 

check-boxes will add/remove the corresponding Data-Field. 

 

 
Figure S1: searching for a Data-Field by keyword 
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2.7 Using Filters 
A facility is available allowing researchers to filter baskets so that the extracted dataset excludes participants with 

particular unwanted combinations of values. Applying filters during basket selection can save considerable 

downstream work later and eliminate downloading any data which is extraneous to the research being conducted. 

To apply a filter, the relevant Data-Field must first be added to a basket.  Once added, the screen for that specific Data-

Field will display a central box like that in F1. 

 

 
F1: Data-Field section without a filter defined 

 

Clicking the “Define Filters” button will open up a dialogue like the one below which allows the user to describe the 

values of participants they want in their dataset.  The values shown in F2 (below) will result in a dataset containing 

only people who are born on or after the year 1960. Note that the “Set Filters” button must be clicked to record these 

values – it is not automatic like the basket add/remove check-boxes. 

 

 
F2: Defining a numeric filter 

 

Applying the filter in F2 then returning to the basket screen will show something like F3. 

 

 
F3: Single filter displayed on basket screen. 

 

Often multiple filters will be required to trim a basket down to the desired level.  F4 shows an example of setting a 

filter on a categorical Data-Field. 

 

It is not currently possible to filter on categorical Data-Fields where the underlying encoding is a tree (for instance 

ICD10). 
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F4: Defining a categorical filter  

 

Returning to the basket screen after setting both the filters in F2 and F4 will display something like F5. 

 

 
F5: Summary of multiple filters 

 

When multiple filters are present, the user must indicate how they wish them combined.  Selecting the “AND” option 

here would return only people born on/after 1960 and who had also answered “Yes” or “Do-not-know” to Shortness 

of Breath. Selecting the “OR” option would return people who satisfied either criteria, so would additionally include 

people born before 1960 who had answered “Yes” or “Do-not-know” as well as anyone born after 1960 irrespective 

of their answer to Shortness of Breath. 

Note that applying several filters using the “AND” option may result in a final dataset which is empty due to no 

participants fulfilling all the criteria simultaneously. 
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2.8 Merging previous baskets 
After an initial basket has been extracted it is possible for researchers to create additional ones and, as projects evolve, 

they sometimes accumulate a number of these with overlapping and nested contents.  The Merge facility is provided 

to tidy up such a situation, avoiding the need to refresh large numbers of baskets and amalgamate their data after 

downloading. 

When previously extracted baskets exist a “Merge Baskets” tab will appear in the Basket screen displaying them as in 

M1. 

 

 
M1: Display of previous basket 

 

To incorporate some or all of the Data-Fields in a previous basket into the current one, use the “View/Merge” button 

to open up the options in M2. 

 

 
M2: Basic merge options 

 

From this screen the “Add All” button will copy all Data-Fields from the previous basket into the current one. As with 

the basket viewing display, clicking the “Show +N” button will expand the display to list the Data-Fields individually 

(see M3) from where the check-boxes can be used to add specific Data-Fields only. 

 
M3: Individual merge options. 
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2.9 Genotype SNPs 
The genomic search feature can be used to identify SNPs which have been genotyped (it does not include imputed or 

sequenced results) as shown in G1. 

 
G1: Result of genomic search. 

 

As with Data-Fields, a check-box is presented alongside each usable SNP and ticking/unticking it will add/remove the 

corresponding SNP.  Some of the genotyped SNPs were not deemed usable (indicated by a 0 in the Count column) and, 

since they contain no results, cannot be added to baskets. 

Clicking on an individual SNP in the search results goes to the more detailed screen in G2, from where it may also be 

added/removed. 

 
G2: Individual SNP 

 

Researchers requiring more than a few dozen SNPs should request the bulk genotype data and pull them out of that 

locally. 
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2.10 Returned Datasets 
Returned-datasets can be identified either by direct searching or found within the appropriate Category screens on 

the Showcase.  The results of a search are shown in D1. 

 

 
D1: Result of returned-dataset search 

 

As with Data-Fields, a check-box is presented alongside each usable Returned-Dataset and ticking/unticking it will 

add/remove the corresponding item from the basket. Clicking on an entry, either from the search screen or within the 

“Returns” tab on a Category screen, will show more detailed information (D2) about a Returned-Dataset. 

 

 
D2 : Information about a returned-dataset 
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3 Previous Baskets 
A basket within the Showcase is a ‘shopping list’ rather than the actual contents. After a new basket has been approved 

for extraction it remains on the system and its definitions can be re-used. 

3.1 Examining History 
To view the previous baskets associated with an Application click the Application button on the top right of the screen. 

This will display any relevant details about the Application and display a list (H1) of any previously approved baskets 

associated with it. 

 

 
H1 : Previous baskets displayed on Application screen 

 

The Name and State of a basket can be altered by clicking on its ID and using the buttons in the Actions tab on the 

following screen (see H2). The Name of a basket is purely for presentation purposes to allow researchers to more 

easily distinguish between them when there are multiples. 

 

 
H2: Modifying basket properties 

 

Currently the State of a basket is irrelevant but this is likely to change in a future release of the system. 
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3.2 Refreshing Baskets 
As the UK Biobank dataset expands and new data is added for existing data-fields, a basket can be re-used to acquire 

the latest data associated with its definition.  This is called refreshing the basket. 

Clicking on the ID/Name of  basket in the Application Screen (H1) opens up a view of the basket (R1) showing its 

contents,  history of any prior refreshes and (if certain conditions are met) a Refresh to be requested. 

 

 
R1 : Contents of a previous basket 

 

After clicking the Request Refresh button the lower tab will change to show (R2) the status of the request. 

 

 
R2 : Progress of a refresh request 

 

Note that a basket cannot be refreshed if, for any reason, doing so would result in the same contents as a previous 

extraction of that basket. 

END 


